
Market Corner
US equity futures edged up Wednesday and Asian stocks struggled for traction ahead of a Federal Reserve meeting
that’s expected to deliver a hefty interest-rate hike to fight inflation.

An Asia-Pacific share gauge wavered, with Chinese technology stocks among the gainers but Japan in the red. S&P 500
and Nasdaq 100 contracts rose less than 1%. Wall Street Tuesday cemented its longest losing streak since January.
European futures climbed.
Chinese bourses pushed higher in the wake of better-than-expected activity data, though the figures still highlighted
challenges from Beijing’s preference for tackling Covid with lockdowns. Industrial output climbed, while retail sales
succumbed to a smaller-than-anticipated contraction.
Treasuries steadied following a rout: two-year yields retreated after hitting a level last seen in 2007 and the 10-year
yield pulled back from near 3.5%.
Traders anticipate a 75-basis-point hike from the Fed on Wednesday, the biggest since 1994. Parts of the US yield curve
remain inverted, signaling concerns that restrictive monetary policy will lead to an economic downturn.
The dollar slipped and the Japanese yen climbed from a 24-year low. The offshore yuan advanced after China’s central
bank refrained from cutting a key policy rate.
Bitcoin stabilized around $22,000.
Oil held under $120 a barrel.
Fears of stagflation have driven stocks into a bear market and triggered a stunning selloff in bonds in recent days.
Uncertainty is elevated heading into the Fed decision: increments of 50 basis points, 75 basis points and even 100 basis
points have all been chewed over by commentators.
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World Indices Last 1D Change

Dow Jones 30 364,83 -0,50%

S&P 500 3 735,48    -0,38%

Nasdaq 10 828,35 0,18%

Eurostoxx 50 3 475,18    -0,78%

FTSE 100 7 187,46    -0,25%

CAC 40 5 949,84    -1,20%

DAX 13 304,39 -0,91%

SMI 10 699,07 -1,81%

Nikkei 26 347,32 -1,06%

Hang Seng 21 407,91 1,61%

CSI 300 4 336,64    2,71%

VIX Index 32,69         -3,91%

World Bonds Last 1D Change

US 10Y 3,4329 -1,16%

EUR 10Y 1,7580 7,72%

Swiss 10Y 1,4330 11,26%

UK 10Y 2,59 2,29%



Crypto Corner

The bear market for Bitcoin has entered its “deepest and darkest” phase, with even long-term holders who had
toughed it out until now coming under extreme pressure.
That’s according to strategists at Glassnode, which tracks an indicator known as realized price, the average purchase
price of all Bitcoins in circulation. The cryptocurrency is currently trading roughly $1,000 below the coin’s current realized
price of $23,430, according to the firm. Bitcoin dropped as much as 5.2% to $20,833 early Wednesday in London.
“The current bear market is now entering a phase aligned with the deepest and darkest phases of previous bears,” the
strategists wrote in a note. “The market, on average, is barely above its cost basis, and even long-term holders are now
being purged from the holder base.”
Market watchers have become preoccupied with figuring out which cohorts of investors are getting hurt the most during
the current crypto winter. With Bitcoin now hovering around December 2020 lows, many newer entrants are now
underwater. Meanwhile, UBS strategists are monitoring Bitcoin miners -- whose businesses have been under pressure
due to high energy costs and capex commitments -- for potential signs of capitulation, which could also have an impact
on prices.
Digital-asset investors have been partially spooked by crypto lender Celsius Network Ltd. pausing withdrawals, swaps and
transfers, though the broader market remains under duress after a key inflation print came in hotter than expected last
week, meaning that the Federal Reserve will have to be aggressive in its attempts to cool rising prices.

Crypto Market Cap: $960B 24h Vol: $160,3B Dominance: BTC: 45,2% ETH: 15,5%
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Crypto Last 1D Change

Bitcoin 21 306,92 -3,00%

Ethereum 1 126,56    -5,15%

https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/#dominance-percentage


Commodity Corner

Gold held near the lowest level in four weeks on growing expectations that the Federal Reserve could deliver a hefty
interest-rate increase on Wednesday to contain price pressures.
Higher rates would damp the appeal of non-interest-bearing bullion, although concerns over stagflation risks are
providing some support to the haven asset. The Treasury market remains on edge amid one of its worst selloffs in four
decades, with the US 10-year yield hovering around a 11-year high. The US dollar is also near the highest level since
2020, weighing on gold.
In a bid to curb decades-high inflation, Fed Chair Jerome Powell may abandongradualism when he addresses reporters
after the Federal Open Market Committee’s meeting on Wednesday. Wall Street firms including Goldman Sachs Group
Inc., JPMorgan Chase & Co. and Barclays Plc see a 75 basis-point rate hike, which would be the biggest since 1994.
Spot gold rose 0.4% to $1,815.62 an ounce as of 11:21 a.m. in Singapore, after dropping to $1,805.22 on Tuesday, the
lowest level since May 16. The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index fell 0.2% after climbing 0.4% in the previous session. Silver,
palladium and platinum all advanced.

In volatile trading, oil prices were steady today ahead the US Federal Reserve policy announcement.
Brent crude futures for August were up 15 cents, or 0.1%, at $121.32 a barrel while U.S. West Texas Intermediate crude
for July rose 15 cents, or 0.1%, to $119.08 a barrel. Analysts say that if Fed hikes rates by 75 bps, oil prices could remain
under pressure in the near term as a hawkish Fed may push investors flow into safe-haven dollar and hit risk-sensitive
assets like oil.
Traders are also looking at the latest COVID outbreak in China, traced to a 24-hour bar in Beijing, that has raised fears of
a new phase of lockdowns.
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Precious Metals Last 1D Change

Gold 1 818,21 0,54%

Silver 21,24       0,93%

Platinium 934,59     1,04%

Palladium 1 828,45 0,54%

Wolrd Commodities Last 1D Change

WTI Crude 119,42       0,41%

Brent Crude 121,67       0,41%

Nat Gas (HH) 7,30            1,50%

Nickel 25 197,00 -2,61%

Copper 420,25       1,11%

Corn 768,00       -0,03%

Wheat 1 039,25    -1,05%

Soybean 1 698,50    0,00%

Coffee 226,95       1,61%

Cotton 143,95       0,33%

Sugar 18,70         -0,05%



FX Corner

EUR/USD is trading above 1.0450, extending the bounce after ECB called for an unscheduled Governing Council meeting to
discuss the recent sell-off in bond markets. The US dollar loses additional ground amid a better mood, with all eyes on the
Fed decision.

GBP/USD stages a decent comeback above 1.2000 amid a risk-on mood and broad USD retreat. Investors reposition ahead
of the Fed and BOE event risks. The Fed is now seen hiking rates by 75 bps at its policy meeting on Wednesday.

USD/JPY keeps the early Asian session losses as sellers flirt with the intraday low while flashing the biggest daily loss in
three weeks. In doing so, the yen pair reverses from the highest levels since 1998 during early Wednesday morning in
Europe, around 135.00 by the press time.

AUD/USD pares intraday gains around 0.6900, the first in six days, as the quote fails to extend the short-term channel
breakout heading into Wednesday’s European session. The Aussie pair’s latest weakness appears doubtful amid oversold
RSI (14).
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World Currencies Last 1D Change

EURUSD 1,0463 0,45%

EURCHF 1,0468 -0,32%

EURGBP 0,8709 -0,30%

EURJPY 140,99 0,09%

USDCHF 1,0005 0,11%

USDJPY 134,75 0,53%

USDCAD 1,2954 -0,03%

USDTRY 17,25 0,09%

GBPUSD 1,2014 0,14%

AUDUSD 0,6907 0,52%

NZDUSD 0,6226 0,16%



Event Corner

Disclaimer: "This information, including any opinion, news and reports is based on publicly available source, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed and may be subject to
change without notice. BankMed (Suisse) does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, continued availability or completeness of such information. Neither the information
provided nor any opinion expressed therein, constitutes a solicitation, offer, personal recommendation or advice. BankMed (Suisse) is not acting as an adviser to you and
you are free to rely or not on such information at your own risk. Certain transactions involving securities give rise to substantial risks, including currency and volatility risk,
and are not suitable for all investors."
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